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product catalog

ABOUT DWI ENTERPRISES
All DWI products are built to AWI (Architectural Woodwork Institute)
specifications. The veneer products use a veneer core plywood
substrate. The veneers we use are architectural grade and sequence
matched. The sequence matched veneers give the furniture a uniform
look on all sides. Once the units have been stained, three coats of
clear catalyzed varnish are applied to finish the product. There
are 17 standard finishes on five species of wood. We can also
supply exotic veneers and match existing finishes.
The laminate plastic products utilize either a MDF (Medium
Density Fiberboard) or classic core substrate. The laminate
material is “cold pressed” onto the substrate material. Top
quality hardware is used for doors and drawers. Ball bearing
slides are used for all pull out drawers. Adjustable European
hinges are used on the doors.
DWI employs several CAD technicians that can help see your product
through from the initial sketch to the finished product. Design time is a
service that is free of charge to customers.

The Architectural Woodwork Institute
(AWI) is a nonprofit trade association
founded in 1953. Today, AWI represents
nearly 3,700 members consisting of
architectural woodworkers, suppliers,
design professionals and students from
around the world.
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Standard Lecterns
D10 SERIES

Basic lectern available in
Nevamar WM-8340 Clear
Maple or Nevamar W-8294
Crown Cherry Laminate
finishes. Black cabinet liner
interior finish. Includes Tilt-NRoll wheels. Call for additional
finishes.
WIDTH

24"

DEPTH

18"

HEIGHT

46½"

D20 SERIES

Mitred corners on veneer
panels. Includes Clock/Timer
with battery backup, Light and
Tilt-N-Roll wheels.
Unit also available in a TableTop configuration.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"

D30 SERIES

A blend of ¾” Hardwood
edges and veneered panels
with a black laminate toe kick.
Includes Clock/Timer with battery backup, Light and Tilt-NRoll wheels.
Unit also available in a TableTop configuration.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"
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D15 SERIES

Two-tone laminate plastic
finish highlights this lectern.
Blend any two laminate plastic
colors together to achieve the
perfect fit. Includes Clock/Timer with battery backup, Light
and 3” casters.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"

D22 SERIES

3” Chamfered hardwood
corners accented with ½” wide
fluting and black laminate toe
kick. Includes Clock/Timer
with battery backup, Light and
Tilt-N-Roll wheels.
Unit also available in a TableTop configuration.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"

D32 SERIES

Mitered corners with hardwood cap and step base.
Includes Clock/Timer with
battery backup, Light and
Tilt-N-Roll wheels. Available
with optional surface-mounted
molding.
Unit also available in a TableTop configuration.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"

Standard Lecterns
D40 SERIES

90 Degree Mitred corners accented with ¼” x ¼” reveals.
Includes Clock/Timer with
battery backup, Light and TiltN-Roll wheels.
Unit also available in a TableTop configuration.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"

D42 SERIES

This unique design features
an angled top panel, surfacemounted hardwood moldings
and a hardwood step base.
Includes Clock/Timer with battery backup, Light and Tilt-NRoll wheels.
Unit also available in a TableTop configuration.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"

D51 SERIES

This elliptically shaped lectern
would be beneficial in a highend boardroom or to simply
catch the audience by its
distinct design. This lectern is
entirely hand-crafted. Includes
Clock/Timer with battery
backup, Light and Casters.
Featured Options:
Exotic Anigre Wood Veneer,
Stainless Steel Reveal
& Tempered Glass with
Aluminum Stand Offs

D41 SERIES

Blend any two laminate plastic
or wood colors together to
make this lectern aesthetically
pleasing. Includes Clock/Timer
with battery backup, Light and
3” casters.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"

D50 SERIES

2½” Radius corners and black
laminate toe kick. Includes
Clock/Timer with battery
backup, Light and Tilt-N-Roll
wheels.
Unit also available in a TableTop configuration.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"

D52 SERIES

This unique design features
an angled top & middle panel.
The over-hang design on upper portion creates a larger
work surface. Includes Clock/
Timer with battery backup,
Light and Casters.
Featured Options:
Locking Rear Euro Hinge
Doors & Hydraulic/Electric Lift.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"
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Standard Lecterns
D53 SERIES

Quality hand-crafted workmanship is just one thing this
lectern represents. The curved
front & end panels blend well
in any environment.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"

D55 SERIES

Tapered on sides & front, presenter’s end is flat for comfort.
Shown with Stainless Steel
Base & Stainless Steel Logo
Panel. Logo panel is optional
& base can be constructed of
wood if desired. Includes TiltN-Roll wheels, Clock/Timer,
LittLite & Cable Access Top to
Bottom. Measures 29” at top
width.
WIDTH

29"

D60 SERIES

Recessed panel with hardwood trim and hardwood step
base. Includes Clock/Timer
with battery backup, Light and
3” casters.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

25"
32"
40"

23½"
23½"
23½"

46½"
46½"
46½"

D70 SERIES

ADA compliant unit with 12”
Hydraulic/Electric lift. Includes
3” casters.
WIDTH

DEPTH

45"

30"
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HEIGHT

37"

DEPTH

21 ½"

HEIGHT

46 ½"

D61 SERIES

ADA compliant unit with 12”
Hydraulic/Electric lift. Includes
3” casters.
WIDTH

DEPTH

45"

30"

HEIGHT

37"

Table-Top Lecterns

Table-Top Lecterns are available in the D20-D50 Series
Standard Lecterns. Available
options include Clock/Timer,
Light and Quilted Covers.
WIDTH

DEPTH

21"

19"

HEIGHT

18"

Standard Lecterns
Standard & oPTIONAL fEATURES
The DWI Enterprise lecterns come with many options and accessories.

Sound System

Clock/Timer w/Battery Backup & Light

Quilted Cover

Hydraulic/Electric Lift

Typical Rear Elevation

Deluxe Cover

Sound System Specifications
The Sound System is an AC only type system.
AC Power requirement - 110-125 Volts AC, 50/60 Hz.
Sound System Features:
Rated power output is 60 watts continuous, Speaker Type is 6.5 Inch Woofer w/High-output tweeter. Speakers are
attached to a black fabric wrapped panel. Lectern Mic input Lo-Z balanced, phantom power, XLR. Auxiliary Mic
input Lo-Z balanced, phantom power, XLR. Speaker Output 60 watts, ¼” phone jack. 18” Gooseneck Microphone
w/Male XLR connector, Wind Screen, Snap-on stiffener and Shock Mount.
Hydraulic / Electric Lift
DWI uses a Hydraulic / Electric lift system. The lift mechanism is capable of lifting unbalanced loads up to 750lbs.
The lift utilizes a hydraulic ram in each corner. The rams take up approximately 3” of space per corner. With the
rams tucked away in the corners, all modifications available for non-lifting furniture can be integrated into the
furniture that requires the lift mechanism.
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Multi-Media Lecterns
Multi-Media Features
DWI Multi-Media lecterns are designed with the end user in mind and built to last. The DWI design team goes
to great lengths to ensure all the equipment fits, so there are no jobsite delays. The units are designed to make
installations as easy as possible. We make sure there is proper clearance so the Rack Rails are unobstructed
by cabinet hardware. Adequate spacing is allowed in drawers for cables. Proper cable access is allowed and
designed to run as unobstructed, as possible, from top to bottom.
All DM models start with a standard shell in which you can add from any of our Optional Features.

Please Note:
For best results it is always recommended to send equipment to DWI to guarantee a perfect fit.

DM100 Series

Basic Multi-Media Lectern with
access front and rear, pull out
keyboard drawer, casters, rack
rails (16RU) & monitor well.
Available in 3 standard laminate
finishes.
Available with optional folding
shelf for document camera.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

38"

30"

46½"

DM150 Series

Two-tone laminate plastic finish
highlights this lectern. Blend
any two laminate plastic colors
together to achieve the perfect
fit. Includes Clock/Timer with
battery backup, Light and 3”
casters.
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Multi-Media Lecterns
DM200 Series

Mitred corners on veneer panels
with black laminate toe kick. Includes Clock/Timer with battery
backup, Light and 3” casters.

DM220 Series

3” Chamfered hardwood corners
accented with ½” wide fluting
and black laminate toe kick. Includes Clock/Timer with battery
backup, Light and 3” casters.

DM300 Series

A blend of ¾” Hardwood edges
and veneered panels with a
black laminate toe kick. Includes
Clock/Timer with battery backup, Light and 3” casters.
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Multi-Media Lecterns
DM320 Series

Mitered corners with hardwood
cap and step base. Includes
Clock/Timer with battery backup, Light and 3” casters.

DM400 Series

90 Degree Mitred corners accented with ¼” x ¼” reveals and
a black laminate toe kick. Includes Clock/Timer with battery
backup, Light and 3” casters.

DM410 Series

Blend any two laminate plastic
or wood colors together to make
this lectern aesthetically pleasing. Includes Clock/Timer with
battery backup, Light and 3”
casters.
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Multi-Media Lecterns
DM500 Series

2 ½” Radius corners and black
laminate toe kick. Includes
Clock/Timer with battery backup, Light and 3” casters.

DM600 Series

Recessed panels with hardwood
trim & hardwood step base. Includes Clock/Timer with battery
backup, Light and 3” casters.

DM610 Series

This tiered design is manufactured with multiple 1/4” thick
panels that are sequence
matched to give this lectern a
beautiful waterfall effect.
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oPTIONAL features
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LCD Monitor Cut Out

Monitor Through

Control Panel Cut-Out

Custom Step Work Surface

Pull-Out Shelf

Deluxe Folding Shelf

Visual Presentor Drawer

Folding Shelf

Keyboard Drawer

Pull-Out Keyboard Tray

Removable Face

Removable Access Panel

Euro Hinged Doors

Pocket Doors

Adjustable Shelf

CPU Compartment

Rack Rails

Cable Access Cut-Out

Vent Cut-Out

Writing Tablet Wedge

oPTIONAL features
Cable Hatch

Surge Protector

Electric Locks

Exhaust Fan Standard

Cable Access Hatch

Pull-Out Flip-Up System

Twin Keyboard Drawer

Adj. Tilting Work Surface

Articulating Monitor Arm

Rotating Top

Vented Work Surface

Cable Raceway

Combination Lock

Retractable Cable Reel

Rotating Base

Tempered Glass

Monitor Security Bracket

Ventilation Cutout

Work Surface to Match Body

Solid Surface Counter top
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Pedestal Lecterns
PDL-1 Series

PDL-2 Series

A basic design with an “I”
shaped center column. The
work surface is set on a
comfortable 10 degree working angle. The unit features a
sturdy 3” base and includes 2
½” Twin wheel furniture casters (all swivel w/brakes).
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

24"

18"

46½"

The unique feature of this unit
is the manual height adjustment. The overall height
adjustment is 8” achieved in
2” increments. The 8” center
column has a chrome capped
hardwood pin for the height
adjustment.
The work surface is set on a
comfortable 10 degree working angle. The unit features a
sturdy 3” base and includes 2
½” Twin wheel furniture casters (all swivel w/brakes).

PDL-3 Series

25 ¼"

DEPTH

25 ¼"

24"

18"

46½"

This unit is constructed from
veneer panels and comes
standard with an internal storage shelf, and your selection
of leveling feet or casters.

46"

PDL-5 Series

The PDL-5 is a sleek design combining solid wood & high pressure
laminate materials. The manual lift
allows for a 10” height adjustment to
accommodate individual needs.
DEPTH

HEIGHT

21½"
17¾" 40" Lowered
Surface Surface
26½"
22½"
50" Raised
Base
Base
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HEIGHT

The PDL-4 is abundant with
angular cuts, starting at the
work surface continuing down
to the base. The work surface
is set on a comfortable 10
degree working angle.

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

PDL-4 Series

The PDL-3 is a blend of hardwoods and veneer panels.
The wood grain is both vertical
and horizontal in direction to
give the unit a rich look. The
center column is 9 ½” square.
The unit comes standard with
leveling feet. Casters can be
added by request.
WIDTH

WIDTH

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

24"

16 ¼"

44 ¾"

Instructor Stations/Desks
IS10 Series

A compact standing teaching
console that features 2 folding shelves, cable hatch with
duplex outlet and multiple
grommet holes for connectivity, pullout keyboard tray and a
locking rear door with an adjustable shelf or rack rails.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

29"

23½"

36"

IS11 Series

Flat top workstation protected
with T-edge molding top and
bottom. Unit includes a Keyboard/mouse drawer, Visual
presenter drawer, Locking access doors front and rear, Rack
rails, Heavy duty folding shelf,
Vented side panels, and 4”
Twin wheel furniture casters all
swivel with brakes.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

38"

30"

40"

IS12 Series

Flat top workstation protected
with T-edge molding top and
bottom. Unit includes a Keyboard/mouse drawer, Visual
presenter drawer, Projector
drawer, Locking access doors
front and rear, Rack rails, Heavy
duty folding shelf, (2) 110v
15amp Exterior duplex outlets,
4” Twin wheel furniture casters all swivel with brakes an a
Articulating monitor arm.
WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

38"

30"

40"
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Instructor Stations/Desks
IS13 Series

A compact standing teaching console that features
Keyboard Drawer, 2 Folding
Shelves, Locking Rear Pocket
Doors, Storage Drawer, 2
Adjustable Shelves & 3” Furniture Casters. Cable Access
from top to bottom.
WIDTH

DEPTH

28"

22"

HEIGHT

41"

IS14 Series

A compact standing instructor station with plenty of work
space when folding shelves
are extended. Comes standard with rack rails, keyboard
drawer, ventilation panels, two
folding shelves and casters.
Offers room for an optional
logo panel.
WIDTH

33 ½"

DEPTH

23 ½"

HEIGHT

40"

IS15 Series

The IS-15 model is a compact
& portable instructor station.
Features a pull-out shelf,
which is ideal for use of a
laptop, cabling compartment,
cable hooks, storage compartment, and casters. The arched
base is constructed from solid
wood.
WIDTH

28"
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DEPTH

22"

HEIGHT

45"

Instructor Stations/Desks
IS20 Series

A single bay instructor’s desk.
Features include a cable hatch
with duplex outlet and multiple
grommet holes for connectivity, cable trough for wire management, pullout keyboard
tray, locking utility drawer,
locking access door with an
adjustable shelf or rack rails.
WIDTH

53"

DEPTH

30"

HEIGHT

41"

IS21 Series

This v-shaped instructor
station offers a rack compartment, plenty of work space,
keyboard drawer, access
doors and chair access set at
stool height.
WIDTH

DEPTH

72"

26"

HEIGHT

37"

IS25 Series

The unique feature of this unit
is the locking concealed monitor. The monitor is concealed
with a hinged panel that is integrated into the work surface.
The station also includes a
Folding shelf, Pull out keyboard/mouse tray, Rack Rails,
Adjustable shelf, Locking storage drawer, Locking removable access panel (to service
rack equipment) and Locking
Euro hinged access doors.
WIDTH

42"

DEPTH

27"

HEIGHT

39"
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Instructor Stations/Desks
IS30 Series

A double bay teaching console. Standard features
include a keyboard tray, visual
presenter drawer, compartment for desk top CPU, rack
rails, cable trough, cable hatch
with duplex outlet and multiple
grommet holes for connectivity.
WIDTH

DEPTH

42"

27"

HEIGHT

39"

IS40 Series

6 foot wide stand up instructor’s station. Features a large
flat work surface, dual pullout
keyboard trays, 16 space
rack/cpu compartment storage
compartment with 4 adjustable
shelves and 4 inch H.D. casters for mobility. Unit also features removable front-access
panel to service rack-mounted
equipment.
WIDTH

DEPTH

84"

30"

HEIGHT

30"

IS41 Series

The large Multi-tiered work
station features a large flat
work surface with cable
modesty panel. Black T-edge
molding protects the countertop edge. The unit comes
standard with Locking access
doors front and rear, Locking
storage compartment, Visual
presenter drawer, Rack rails
and 4” Twin wheel furniture
casters all swivel w/brakes.
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WIDTH

DEPTH

59"

32"

HEIGHT

48"

Instructor Stations/Desks
IS42 Series

This cost effective workstation
is constructed with durable
Melamine panels and protected with T-edge molding
top and bottom. Unit includes
a Modesty panel to hide
cables on work surface, Three
adjustable shelves, CPU
compartment, Locking rear
pivot hinged access doors, 4”
Twin wheel furniture casters
all swivel with brakes, and a
Cable access slot in bottom.
WIDTH

DEPTH

72"

30"

HEIGHT

48"

IS50 Series

This work station was designed to be used in a
standing or seated position.
Features include 2 ½” Radius corners, Monitor cut out,
Keyboard/mouse drawer,
Visual presenter drawer, 5
space rack compartment,
CPU compartment, Adjustable
shelves, Locking access doors
front and rear.
WIDTH

DEPTH

58"

32"

HEIGHT

48"

Presentation Boards
These boards feature a write on/wipe off surface with a set of pens and eraser. The back of the doors include a
fabric covered pin up board. Available with optional projection screen.
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technology desks
TD-1 Series

Basic student table designed
with a user’s laptop in mind.
Can be constructed with fixed
or adjustable desk top height.
WIDTH

DEPTH

48"

23 ½"

HEIGHT

29"

TD-2 Series

Suitable for almost any
teaching need, this basic
design is both cost effective
and durable. Training Table
includes: two 2-1/2” grommets
on work surface and one 2”
grommet on side for cable
pass through. Protected with
T-edge molding.
WIDTH

DEPTH

48"

30"

HEIGHT

34"

AV Rack Cabinets/Credenzas
Optional items for all units:

Door Options:
¼” Smoked acrylic doors, ¼” Smoked
Tempered glass doors or Pocket doors

Ventilation Options:
Standard AC Muffin fan, or Temperature-controlled fans.

Mobile Rack Cabinets

The mobile rack cabinets are
available from 10-24 spaces.
Features include a Smoked acrylic
door with touch latch (lock option
available). Vented removable access
panel, Rack rails and 3” Twin wheel
furniture casters. 21 ¼” interior
depth, 20” behind rack rails.
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AV Rack Cabinets/Credenzas
Single Bay Rack Cabinets
Radius Series

Single bay rack cabinets are available
in the square or radius series. The
radius series has 2 ½” radius corners
all four sides. Standard sizes are
16, 20 and 24 space units. Cabinets
can be modified to different sizes as
requested.

Single Bay Rack Cabinets
Square Series

Single bay rack cabinets are available
in the square or radius series. The
radius series has 2 ½” radius corners
all four sides. Standard sizes are
16, 20 and 24 space units. Cabinets
can be modified to different sizes as
requested.

Double Bay Rack Cabinets
Radius Series

Double bay rack cabinets are available
in the square or radius series. The
radius series has 2 ½” radius corners
all four sides. Standard sizes are
16, 20 and 24 space units. Cabinets
can be modified to different sizes as
requested.
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AV Rack Cabinets/Credenzas
Double Bay Rack Cabinets
Square Series

Double bay rack cabinets are
available in the square or radius
series. The radius series has 2
½” radius corners all four sides.
Standard sizes are 16, 20 and
24 space units. Cabinets can
be modified to different sizes as
requested.

Rack Credenzas

The rack credenzas usually
contain three bays, but can be
modified to suit individual needs.
Standard features include Locking
removable access panels with
ventilation panels to service back
of equipment. Euro hinged access
doors to front of equipment and
fixed rack rails.
Rack Options:
Pull out rotating equipment rack.

Metal Rack Boxes

DWI Enterprises now introduces Metal Rack Boxes. Available
in several Rack Units and Models. Please contact us for
more information & highly competitive pricing!
This cost effective Metal Rack Box can be shipped built or
shipped as a knock down. Features rack rails front and rear,
casters or leveling feet, optional door.
This cost effective Metal Wall-Mounted Rack Box can be
shipped built or shipped as a knock down. Features rack rails
front and rear, removable side access doors, vented panels,
tempered glass door, cutout and space for cooling fans.
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RB-16 Series

This cost effective Rack Box comes with rack rails and
casters. For finish options choose from our seventeen
standard finishes.

ADA Compliant Furniture
Designed for wheelchair accessibility and/or standard chair accessibility, our ADA Compliant
Furniture is offered with or without a height adjustment system. If you are in need of a more
simplistic design, please take a look at our D70 Model.
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Conference Room Tables
From small meeting rooms to large
boardrooms, DWI Enterprises
impressive variety of table shapes,
sizes and colors will enhance any
office decor.
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Table shapes

SQUARE

ROUNDED

ROUND

RECTANGLE

ELLIPSE

BOW END

ROUNDED RECTANGLE

RACETRACK

BOAT

TELECONFERENCE WEDGE
TELECONFERENCE -V

CUSTOM SHAPES & SIZES AVAILABLE

Table BASES

CYLINDER

CYLINDER W/ACCESS
DOOR

HALF CYLINDER

HALF CYLINDER W/ACCESS DOOR

ROUNDED SQUARE

ROUNDED SQUARE W/
ACCESS DOOR

SQUARE

SQUARE W/ACCESS
DOOR

RECTANGLE

RECTANGLE W/ACCESS
DOOR

TAPERED

TAPERED W/ACCESS
DOOR

Panel

Arc

Metal Cylinder

Metal Cylinder W/
Caster
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Audio Roll Top Consoles
Audio Roll Top Console
The audio consoles are a standard design that can be modified to accommodate your equipment requests. The
consoles can be manufactured to be used in the standing or seated positions.
The unit featured contains dual 16 space rack compartments and CPU compartment in the lower section. The
equipment is concealed with a pair of locking pocket doors. There is a large locking removable panel on the face
of the unit for access to equipment cables. The removable panel is also integrated with a large perforated metal
ventilation panel painted black.
The work surface is custom fabricated to fit a 10 space rack unit with two custom cut outs for monitors. The
counter top equipment is secured with a locking tambour roll top. The work surface can be reconfigured to house
a mixing board on a pull out tray, if desired.

Single Bay Console

Counsel Tables
Counsel Tables can be matched perfectly to blend
in with new or existing decor. Sizes & design vary
to accommodate your needs. Design is also based
around your equipment needs with easy access to all
cabling.

Document Camera Cart
A portable cart to house a document camera. Size is
based on the user’s document camera model.
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Double Bay Console

Information Kiosks
The kiosk is a simple, but attractive design.
The kiosk is constructed with black laminate
plastic and features an integrated touch screen
(supplied by customer and custom fit by DWI).
The unit also features heavy duty leveling feet
and a locking removable access panel with
ventilation slots, for equipment access.

Digital signage
We custom fabricate these cabinets based
on the display or touch screen that is to be
used. Ventilation & cooling is also taken into
consideration. Please contact us for more
information.

Control Stations
Multiple person control
station features rack
mounts for multiple
monitors, Rack mounts in
lower section, Keyboard
platform, Footrest, Locking
removable access panel
with perforated metal
ventilation panel, and
Locking Euro hinged
access doors.
WIDTH

DEPTH

46"

35½"

HEIGHT

52"
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Hospitality Carts
Bar Carts

Registration Carts

Consolettes
A console to display your equipment at a
comfortable angle. Consolettes are designed to
fit any size equipment, standard finish is Black
Laminate (additional colors are available with
nominal upcharge).

Motorized LCD Credenzas
Flat Panel cabinets are customized to screen size. The
lift mechanism is remote controlled. Cabinets come
standard with euro hinged doors and an adjustable
shelf, rack rails can be substituted if required.
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Coffee Carts

Shelving & LCD Frames
The DWI LCD/Plasma Frames can be manufactured to fit any screen on the market. The frames feature snap-off
face frames (locking frames are available) with ventilation top and bottom. The frames have an open back and
can be permanently mounted to the wall or can be made so they are removable.

LCD/Plasma Frame

The DWI LCD/Plasma Frames
can be manufactured to fit any
screen on the market. The frames
feature snap-off face frames
(locking frames are available) with
ventilation top and bottom. The
frames have an open back and
can be permanently mounted to
the wall or can be made so they
are removable.

LCD Stands

Projector Shelves

Custom Shelves

Book Stand

Custom fit your LCD Panel into this piece of furniture. Ideal
for a “Boardroom Setting.” Designed with removable back
panel for easy access to equipment.

Shelving units are standard in 2’, 3’ and 4’ lengths (call for
custom sizes). Standard depth is 9” and standard height is
4”. The shelves are available in white or black painted finish
or in an unfinished MDF material (call for custom finishes).

The projector shelves are available from 12” x 12” up to 18”
x 18”. Shelves are provided with hardware for mounting.

The inclined work surface helps anyone who wants to read,
write and study more productively and be less fatigued.
Scribes used inclined surfaces like this centuries ago. Our
design is so solid, it’s good for at least a century.
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Company Branding / Logos
DWI Enterprises can customize your lectern to include your company logo. This is a great enhancement for
businesses who want to maintain a consistent branding.
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Company Branding / Logos
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Finish Options
Natural Oak

Natural Mahogany

Natural Cherry

Natural Walnut

Medium Oak

Medium Mahogany

Medium Cherry

Ebonized Walnut

Brown Oak

Brown Mahogany

Brown Cherry

Brown Walnut

Red Oak

Red Mahogany

Red Cherry

Red Walnut

Natural Maple

Along with these standard wood finishes you can choose
any standard laminate plastic finish at no extra charge.
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